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Abstract – Due to the increasing number of users of urban 

roads, congestion and insecurity are a major problem faced 

by cities, today. To this end, the reliability of road signs has 

become a crucial concept that combines security and traffic 

control. 

This article focuses on the problem of reordering the 

medium-term maintenance tasks of an automatic signaling 

system in the event of resource unavailability. 

The studied system is a remotely controlled centralized 

system, whose facilities are distributed across multiple sites. 

We are specifically interested in the case of the existence of a 

mobile maintenance entity which intervenes in replacements 

on multiple sites, according to a predetermined scheduling. 

However, this scheduling suffers from hazards related to 

resource unavailability. Our goal is to provide the signaling 

system with the appropriate tools to prevent these 

contingencies.   

For this, we propose a methodology based on the use of 

time Petri nets (TPN) for modeling traffic light system 

studied, and the use of timed automata (TA) for analysis and 

synthesis of results. Thus, we will be able to reschedule 

maintenance tasks in case of unavailability of resources.  

 

Keywords – Scheduling, Maintenance, Time Petri Net, 

Timed Automata, Light Signals Systems. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In view of the recent increased growth of the vehicle 

fleet, the urban traffic knows nowadays an advanced road 

density. Thus, by the security issues it represents, the 

proper functioning of traffic lights has become the top 

priority of city managers. 

Being fully remotely controlled, the traffic light system 

of the city of Rabat opens many horizons for the 

management of all traffic and the offer of opportunities for 

actions, in real time, over the network. In addition to 

improving road safety which is ranked among the great 

national causes, these assets contribute to the traffic flow, 

the fight against pollution, road sharing, and thus, 

improving the life of all inhabitants. 

To this effect, several methods are being used to reduce 

the accidental failures of the system. 

This study aims at obtaining means to find the optimal 

solution in terms of the re-scheduling of preventive 

maintenance tasks of the distributed system and this, in the 

case of limited resources that can lead to unavailability. 

The emerging problem lies primarily in the process of 

rescheduling. 

The proposed methodology is based on the use of time 

Petri nets (TPN), to model preventive maintenance 

activities. Then, we will integrate disturbances that cause a 

shift in the dates of maintenance leading to the questioning 

of resources use. 

In case of conflict, the automata (continuous-time), 

involved in the analysis phase and the verification of 

resources allocation, will be used. It will allow calculating 

a new scheduling feasible. This is the stage of synthesis. 

The choice was focused on this approach because it 

allows its application in real cases. In addition, the 

consideration of time, as a continuous variable, provides 

concise models, without approximation hypothesis of 

temporal data. 

This article will follow this plan: In part 2, we will 

identify the issues related to the reordering of the 

centralized maintenance of the system studied. 

In part 3, we will first give a formal semantic of TPN, in 

terms of timed transition systems. We will introduce the 

basic definitions of automata, illustrated by some 

examples. Then, we will describe the approach we 

propose, to address this problem. 

 

II. CENTRALIZED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING 

OF A DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM OF TRAFFIC 

LIGHTS 
  

A. Description of the studied system 
Our study concerns the traffic light system (TLS) of the 

city of Rabat. 

This is an automatic warning system consisting of 128 

nodes. Its facilities are distributed across multiple sites. It 

has a centralized system and traffic control equipment 

connected to the light. It can handle real-time traffic 

junctions which are connected to the control circuits by the 

transmission of information (sensors and cameras). This 

offers changes possibilities in the traffic plan. 

It is a powerful system working on a base of a 

programmable electronic controller. The proper 

functioning of this system has become a high priority in 

the city’s urban management policies. 

To this end, this system has a centralized maintenance 

policy that offers the following advantages: 

•  Taking into account the real-time damages encountered 

and their location. 

•  Efficiency in the management of information and its 

transmission to teams. 

•  Instant Viewing. 

•  Good vision approaches for intervention. 

•  Improved maintenance management. 

•  Better management of maintenance operators. 

But the major drawback of this policy is primarily related 

to the realization of the preventive maintenance and to the 

difficulty of responding to contingencies. 

B. Problematic  
The traffic light system shows the case of a distributed 

system. It has a central monitoring and maintenance 

service. This service has two entities: 

A set maintenance entity, responsible for the corrective 

maintenance that performs all repair processes. 
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A mobile maintenance entity, responsible for 

preventive maintenance and installations replacements in 

different intersections. 

Traffic control 

room

A main artery of the 

city of Rabat

Sensor space

Traffic lights

Headlamp 

control

Monitoring and 

diagnostics

 

Hub model
Functions

 
Fig.1. Representative schema of the signaling system 

centralized of the Rabat city 

 

To improve the availability of equipment, in controlling 

lights and minimizing repair costs, it is essential to 

establish a proper resource dimensioning (operators, tools 

and spare parts) and plan preventive actions that meet the 

various constraints of the system. Thus, sizing resources 

implies the compulsory management of maintenance 

operations, machinery and spare parts. Also, the planning 

of preventive maintenance activities requires the setting of 

a timetable, resistant to hazards and ensuring security. 

The preventive maintenance (PM) tasks are held at fixed 

periods, previously calculated, according to a predefined 

scheduling. When a maintenance task was not normally 

conducted, due to external disturbance, the next 

maintenance date might be delayed. 

Therefore, the problem of limited resources, that may 

affect scheduling, is pointed out. For instance, an operator 

may not be available when the delayed maintenance task 

has to be executed. The goal is to get a way to find the 

optimal solution, in the sense of rescheduling, by applying 

research techniques on all permissive dynamic behaviors. 

This paper proposes the modeling of a process of 

maintenance re-scheduling, using the formalism of Petri 

nets. In this formalism, arcs weighting is performed 

dynamically, relating to the proposed scheduling and local 

objectives of the actors in this process. 

C. The scheduling of maintenance activities 

1. Maintenance function 
It is broadly divided into two policies:  

1. The corrective maintenance policy.  

2. The preventive maintenance policy. 

Corrective maintenance includes the various operations 

performed after the occurrence of a failure on a given 

device [13]. Preventive maintenance (PM), for its part, is a 

transaction based on predetermined criteria which aim to 

avoid equipment degradation and reduce the probability of 

the occurrence of a failure. It exists in three forms: 

systematic, conditional and predictive [13]. 

2. Principle of preventive maintenance scheduling  
The scheduling function is responsible for planning and 

programming different actions on time. It can manage and 

optimize human, equipment and material resources that 

are best suited for the required interventions [13]. Figure 3 

gives a description of periodical tasks scheduling. 
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Fig.2.The different types of maintenance 
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Fig.3. Illustrative example of periodic tasks scheduling 

 

Maintenance scheduling is the distribution of resources, 

to achieve a set of preventive actions, in accordance with 

time constraints (activation dates, execution times, 

deadlines ...). 

The systematic preventive maintenance tasks are 

performed according to a timetable. It includes the 

systematic replacement of critical components at the edge 

of their expiry, the replacement of low-cost components to 

avoid expenditure on the evaluation of their condition and 

most of the service operations. When maintenance tasks 

are properly planned and well laid out, they can work 

effectively at lower cost. A good maintenance scheduling 

allows the efficient use of resources, even in the presence 

of hazards.  

  
timer d

D T

P

r +P

A task is defined by: 

r: release date of the request.

d: execution time. A: time-sensitive.

P: task period. 

T: delay of work  
Fig.4. Canonical model of a maintenance task in the 

presence of hazard 
 

C.Y. Lee [10] studied the problem of maintenance 

scheduling, applied to a single machine by considering 

different measures of performance. He showed that when 

tasks are interrupted by periods of downtime on the 

machine, they are able to carry on their execution as soon 

as the machine is available again. Thus, in this case, 

unavailability is resolved by an additional sequence. 
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Some results have also been published concerning 

maintenance scheduling activities in systems of 

production, by Kaabi.J and al.[14], who treated the 

problem of the scheduling of preventive maintenance 

activities, in conjunction with the production where they 

have treated a flow shop (two machines) and proposed a 

branch and bound algorithm for generating permutation 

scheduling.  

The use of Petri nets permits to take into account the 

complexity of the systems studied, and gives the model a 

dynamic aspect due to timing and the ability to 

dynamically quantify the arcs of network [7] (David R and 

Alla H, 2005). 

The impact of time reaction induced by the structure of 

decision on the scheduling process has been shown in the 

work of Le Quere Y. and al. [11]. The idea is to 

dynamically check the feasibility of re-scheduling 

solutions, in case of resources unavailability. These 

constraints are added to scheduling time constraints 

leading to the permutation of tasks in the initial scheduling 

sequences.  

Many tools are used for modeling systems among them 

Petri nets (PN) which seem to be the best adapted and 

expressive ones. In addition to their formal aspect, they 

can graphically model the main concepts of discrete event 

systems (parallelism, synchronization and resource 

sharing). Timed automata (TA) are a powerful tool for 

analysis and proof of properties of the studied system. 

These two combined tools have been successfully used for 

performance evaluation of production systems [5]. The 

aim of this study is to propose a method based on the use 

of time-arc PN to model maintenance activities. Following 

some disturbances, maintenance dates will undergo a shift 

that will challenge the use of resources. The continuous 

timed automaton will be used for analysis, verification of 

resource allocation and synthesis allowing the reordering 

of maintenance. 

The next paragraph will deal with the unavailability of 

resources and its impact on the planning of preventive 

maintenance. Our resolution approach will also be 

exposed. 

  

III. THE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

ACTIVITIES IN THE SP IN CASE OF 

UNAVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES 
 

A. Modeling by Petri nets 

1. Formal definition of a Petri net [9]  
A Petri net (PN) can be likened to a system composed of 

two distinct parts:  

1. A static part (structural).  

2. A dynamic part (behavioral).  

The structural part is composed of a bipartite valued <p, T, 

Pre, Post> with P, a finite set of places, {p1, p2, ..., pn} 

and T, a finite set of transitions, {t1, t2, ..., tm}. These two 

sets form the vertices of the network, with P ∩ T = Ø.  

• Pre: P × T → IN is the application before impact, 

corresponding to the direct arcs connecting places to 

transitions. 

 

• Post: P × T → IN is the application of rear impact, 

corresponding to the direct arcs connecting transitions to 

places. 

When Pre and Post take their values in the set {0, 1}, the 

network is called regular network. Using matrix notation, 

the incidence matrices of front and rear can respectively be 

defined as follows: Pre = [δij] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) with 

[δij] = Pre (pi, tj) and Post = [εij] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) 

with [εij] = Post (pi, tj). Thus, the incidence matrix of the 

network W = [wij] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m), with wij = Post 

(pi, tj) - Pre (pi, tj), is obtained. 

Its representation: A PN is represented by a graph 

composed of arcs connecting places and transitions: 
P1 

T1

P2 

P4 P3 

P1 P2 

P3 P4 

T1M =

3

1

2

0

M =

2

0

3

1

Crossing T1 involves removing a token from P1 and P2 a token and add a token in P3 and P4 in a token.

Fig.5. Example of PN and marking the transition crossing 

 

2. Petri nets with temporal extension  
There are two main types of temporal extension of Petri 

nets: Timed Petri Nets introduced by Ramchandani [15] 

and Time Petri Nets introduced by Merlin [12]. For Timed 

PN, timing was first associated with transitions (timed-t) 

[15], places (timed-p) [17], and then arcs [4]. The delay 

represents the minimum shooting time or residence time 

corresponding to a token in one place. The time PNs for 

their part, is formalism for the verification of systems 

constrained by time. Time is expressed as intervals rather 

than a period. They translate specifications in time 

pointing out to the beginning and end of actions. The 

temporal extension is expressed as an interval primarily 

associated with transitions (time-t) [12], places (time-p) 

[9], or arcs (time-a) [6], considered in our work. 

Note 1: The timed-t PN and timed-p PN are equivalent 

and are a subclass of time Petri nets. In terms of 

expressiveness, the time-t PN and time-p PN are 

incomparable. 

3. Time- Arc Petri nets 
The time-arc PNs [Bak 90] are a model that associates a 

time interval [ij, ij]  to each arc (Pi, Tj). A token place 

in the place Pi will spend equal time ij before being 

visible by the transition Tj.  

Moreover, the token can be used to cross the transition 

after the date  + ij,  being the date of the placement of 

the token in the place Pi.  

This model combines the expressive power of Petri nets to 

the temporal description of the ability of time-arc PN.  

4. Formal Definition of time arc Petri nets  
A time-arc Petri net is a doublet <R, I>, where R is a 

synchronized Petri net defined as follows: For each 

network transition, an event is associated. Crossing the 

transition will take place if this latter is passable, when the 

associated event occurs. I is a “time interval'' function that 

associates a time interval with each arc Place/ Transition, 

defined by [8]:  
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I: P×T →  Q+ ×  (Q+  {+∞})   (Pi, Tj) → I (Pi, Tj) = 

[λij, μij]   with   0 ≤ λij ≤ μij   i  1 ≤ i ≤ m   with  m = 

card(P),   j   1 ≤ j ≤ n   avec n = card(T). An arc, labeled 

by [0, +∞[, models the fact that the tokens contained in the 

entry place are still visible to this arc.  

Note 2: An arc is said to be sensitized if the number of 

tokens contained in its entry are visible through the arch. 

The arc is then superior to its weight. A transition “Tj” is 

passable if each Tj input arc (Pi, Tj) is sensitized by the 

current marking of the network. 

5. Time-Arc Petri nets’ modeling 
The time-arc Petri nets, of the Figure 6 below, show an 

execution process of the PM of a traffic light system. The 

place P1 represents the availability of resources, the place 

P2 represents the presence of a preventive maintenance 

task, ready to run. The place P3 represents the 

implementation phase of the maintenance task. The place 

P4 represents the lag phase of maintenance, due 

to uncertainties. The transition T1 is associated with the 

event “a” "the start execution of the maintenance task". T2 

is the transition associated with the event b "the end of 

task execution". The transition T3 is associated with the 

event c "the beginning of the task's preparation”. The arc 

(P2, T1) is labeled by the time interval [10, 15], indicating 

the possible duration of the inter-arrival of resources. At 

the arc (P3, T2), the interval [15.20], representing the 

operating time of a possible maintenance task, is 

associated. 

[15, 20]

  

[10, 15]

T1 

b

a

T3 

c

T2 

                               

P1

available resource

         

       P2  Maintenance task ready 

to run

               

P3

  running the task

P4

Shift task  

Fig.6. Time-arc Petri nets Modeling of the execution 

process of a PM task 

 
B. General Background 

The established Schedules of PM must be regularly 

reviewed to take account of hazards (bad input or output 

stock, equipment failure...) that can disrupt the scheduling. 

The start date of the maintenance will automatically 

undergo a shift in these cases. 

(a)

(b)

PM PM PM

Preventive 

maintenance 

tasks

PM?

x : rupture of the task due to a failure or lack of supply

 x 

 
Fig.7. Planning of preventive maintenance: a) without 

hazards, b) with hazards 

 

6. Suggested approach  
In this work, we are depicting the problem of medium-

term rescheduling of the activities of PM, in case of the 

unavailability of resources. These activities take place in 

fixed calculated periods. When a preventive maintenance 

task could not take place as normal, for example if 

interrupted by an external disturbance, it could be delayed 

till the next date of PM (Figure 8). This raises the problem 

of limited resources that may affect scheduling. For 

example, an operator may not be available when the 

delayed maintenance task should be executed. 

Many tools are used to represent scheduling. Recently, 

timed automata were successfully used in scheduling 

modeling [8]. The time automata (TA) tool is also suitable 

for the verification of properties and the synthesis of 

controllers for discrete autonomous and timed event 

systems. However, in terms of modeling, the time Petri 

nets (TPN) is a much more powerful tool. Hence the idea 

to combine the advantages of both tools [16]. In these 

tools, there are two types of arcs: 1) controllable arcs, we 

can fix their occurrence date within the interval associated 

with them. This is the case of resource allocation, and 2) 

the uncontrollable arcs that correspond to an uncertainty of 

occurrence and for which we cannot choose the dates of 

occurrences, this is the case for example of an end of task. 

The analysis stage is to first specify the forbidden states. 

These are the details (constraints of the specification) 

which indicate the prohibited states. The synthesis step is 

then to avoid the occurrence of uncontrollable events in a 

way that it cannot reach the forbidden states while 

maintaining the operation as most permissive as possible. 

To do this, we should build a model of functioning 

hazards. Therefore, our study would be to consider the 

normal periods of equipment functioning as 

nondeterministic, taking their value in a time interval [a, 

b]. The PM will be calculated assuming that the duration 

of the task of production is constant. 

The time-arc PN of the Figure 8 shows the general 

execution process of the preventive maintenance tasks of 

our traffic light system (TLS), considering hazards that 

cause resource unavailability. 

This model consists of four places and seven transitions. 

It is synchronized by the programmed occurrence of PM 

actions. The place P1 represents the execution of the 

corrective maintenance task due to a failure causing 

resource unavailability. At the end of this task (at the time 

of crossing T1), the resource occupies P2 (waiting for the 

resource). This crossing can occur at any time during an 
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interval [a, b], modeling by this external disturbances. In 

the case of a hazard-free operation, the resource is 

available. It is the objective of preliminary scheduling 

(immediate crossing of T3). This will be followed by the 

maintenance task (over-T4), and by a start of a new cycle. 

But, in the event of an operation with hazards, there is no 

guarantee that the resource is available at the end of the 

corrective maintenance task. The data for calculating the 

preliminary scheduling is not respected. P2 will then be 

marked up for a period. The duration is the maximal time 

 we can accept, pending maintenance. If the waiting time 

exceeds the value  a dysfunctionment exists then. In this 

model, all transitions are uncontrollable, except T5 and 

T6, corresponding to the location of the resource. Their 

occurrence date can be chosen. 

The example below presents a model of a PM policy 

that is not valid. In formal terms, this refers to the presence 

of forbidden states in the model. 

Waiting for 

resource

Corrective 

maintenance task
P1 

T1 T5

P5 

P2 

P4 

P3 

T2

T6

T3

T4

T7

[c,c]

[0,0]  

[0, α]

[0, α ]

[a,b]  

[α,α]

Task of MP 

  

available 

resources

T3  is a priority to T2 

  

preparations 

for PM

  

Fig.8. General example of time--arc PN taking into 

account uncertainties 

 

Later on, we will present a systematic method to study 

scheduling by a time-arc PN model of a system studied in 

case of resource unavailability.  

7. Description of the resolution method   
The method we propose is to build a model of time-arc 

PN to consider the placement and scheduling of the 

different tasks of the systematic PM. We will then use the 

results as a TA. This will allow us to use known methods 

and tools, of a property expressed in temporal logic on the 

obtained TA. We assume in this study that the scheduling 

of maintenance tasks is disrupted by the unavailability of 

resources. 

Our study is illustrated by the model described in the 

general example of Figure8. From this model, we propose 

three successive stages: 

1. A shift from time-A PN to timed automaton: This 

work has already been achieved [16]. It allows the 

structural building of an automaton. 

2. Calculation of the achievable automaton: This is 

the stage of analysis. Software is available and used to 

calculate the space reachability from the initial vertex. It is 

then possible to check if the prohibited vertices are 

reachable. 

3. Calculation of a new scheduling: This is the 

synthesis step of setting the periods of crossing of the 

transitions T5 and T6, so that the transition T2 is never 

crossed.  

Note 3: The formal technical back up to the branches of 

the controller by changing the predicates associated with 

transitions to prohibit the reach of the defended peaks  

At the end of these three steps, the TA will give all the 

trajectories corresponding to all schedulings which respect 

the limits of the specifications. 

 

IV. APPLICATION TO THE TRAFFIC LIGHT 

SYSTEM (TLS) STUDIED 
 

A. System Description  

1. Concept of centralized maintenance  
We are interested in a multi-site TLS in a distributed 

context where the availability of equipment is crucial. 

Maintenance activities are the responsibility of a central 

service unit responsible for the repair, but especially PM 

operations: inspections and replacements, made by a 

Mobile Maintenance Team (MMT). In this type of 

maintenance, there are two main actions:  

1. Action at distance: that is used when the malfunction 

or adjustment is simple and can be corrected by a remote 

assistance.  

2. Action Response: It requires the movement of the 

MMT on the concerned site in order to perform specific 

tasks of maintenance. 

 
Fig.9. Representation of a centralized maintenance 

organization of TLS 

 

2. The steps involved in the decision of a 

rescheduling. 
The formalism of time A-PN was chosen for the 

representation of the steps involved in the decision of the 

rescheduling of the preventive maintenance tasks of the 

traffic light system, in view of time constraints. (On figure 

10, these times are set to one unit of time for example). 

Once an event is detected by the control and decision 
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center (CCD), the place "Trigger" is occupied by a token 

(Hazard). Then, the token is taken up and reflected in the 

"Information" from the center. Then the transition T3 is 

derived and generates a token (constraint) = CT in place 

"Solution". The function F0 generates a token representing 

the temporal constraints F0 (Hazard) = CT. The function 

F1 generates a token that represents the information 

constraints at the CCD: F1 (CT) = (CT-OK). This step 

corresponds to the constraints communication on the 

CCD. By the end of the “solution”, the rescheduling being 

calculated according to local constraints and constraints 

related to the decision process itself, is ranked in order of 

preference by the CCD. Negotiation is an iterative process 

which offers a solution and to ensures that the decision is 

accepted. The proposed schedules are represented by an 

index i of a token list (Li). When the place "negotiation" 

contains a token, then the transition is driven by 

generating a token (Sched - Ok) in the place "Decision": 

F6(Li) = (Sched-ok). Otherwise, the token (Li) is 

incremented and the CCD will provide the following 

ordering in the preference list. The function associated 

with the increment operation is valued F7, dynamically 

over the scheduling order of the preference list of the 

CCD. 

The temporal arcs connecting the two states 

"Evaluation" and "Application" transition, which confirms 

the new scheduling {ordo-ok}, have durations of time 

expressed in units of time (hours) as follows: For the 

evaluation phase, the CCD takes between 1and 3 units of 

time to give a favorable response to the new scheduling, 

so: b=[1,3]. For the application phase, the CCD takes 

between 2and 4 units of time to give a favorable response 

to the new scheduling, so: a=[2,4]. 

Négociation

b
Solution

CT

F1

F2

T4
Décision

T5

Evaluation Application

T6

T 7 (Li)

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

T8

Release

T1
(Hazard)

T2

Information

    

T3

F0

(CT – OK)

{ ( Ordo - Ok ) ; ( Li ) }

a

(Hazard)

(Hazard)

(Sched – Ok)
(Sched – Ok) (Sched – Ok)

 
Fig.10. Decision steps of a maintenance rescheduling of 

the CCD 

3. Process modeling   
The model of Figure 11 shows the various maintenance 

operations of the TLS. The process of maintenance is 

based primarily on corrective maintenance (CM). It is also 

synchronized by the planned activities of the PM produced 

by the MMT. We assume that our TLS has two sites (site1 

and site2). The place P1 (same P4) is the task of the CM, 

P2 (same P5) is the task of waiting for resources, P3 (same 

P6) is the task of the PM, P7 is the task of shifting and P8 

represents the availability of resources. The transition T1 

(same T4) represents the end of the production cycle and 

affection of the resource to the expectation, T2 (same T5) 

launch of the operation of the PM, T3 (same T6) the end 

of the execution of the PM and the return to the MC cycle. 

In the case of unavailability of resources or any 

disturbance, there is a lag. T7 is the time shift and T8 is 

the launch of a new maintenance cycle.  

P2 

T2

T3

P1 

P3 

P5 

P4 

T8

T4

[15, 20]

[0, α]

[a,b]  

T1

P6 

P7 

T7

P8 

T5

T6

[15, 20]

[10, 15]
[10, 15]

[a,b]  

Task of CM Resources available 

Waiting for 

the resource
Waiting for 

the resource

Task 

of PM

Task 

of PM

Fig.11. Modeling maintenance of the traffic light system at 

two sites 

 

4.  Marking graph  
The analysis stage is to construct the marking graph 

which will determine the different states of operation 

accessible from an initial state. 

Note 4: The marking graph of a network (R, M0) is a 

directed graph whose nodes are the markings of A (R, 

M0), and each arc connects one to another marking (M0 

M1) that is immediately accessible by a transition t. An arc 

is drawn from M0 to M1 and is marked with t. 
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T7 

M1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

 
T4

 T8  

M1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

 T5 

M1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

 T8
 

T6 

M2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

 T5  

M2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 
T1

 

T6

 

M1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

 T4
 

M1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

 T5
 

M1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 

T1
 

T6

 

T7

 

M2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 

T6

 

T3  

T4
 

M P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

 

M2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

 
T3

 

M2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

 T4
 

M0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

 

M1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

 T2
 

T1

 

 
Fig.12. Graph of markings corresponding to the two sites 

at TLS 

 

5. Timed automata 
Timed automata (TA), introduced by Alur and Dill in 

[ALD 94], are a classic model whose semantics is 

expressed in terms of timed transition system. They 

consist of a finite control structure and manipulate a finite 

set of real variables called clocks to specify time 

constraints. The formal model of the continuous timed 

automaton is a 4-tuple A =  S, X, E, Inv  where: S is a 

finite set of locations, X is a finite set of clocks and E is a 

finite set of transitions. Each transition is a tuple (s,, , 

s’) where  s  S is the source location, s’ S is the target 

location (arrival),   X is the condition of crossing and 

  X is the assignment.  

Inv is a function that gives to each location s'', a 

predicate on clocks called the invariant of s'' and noted Inv 

(s''). This predicate Inv (s'') is verified as the system stays 

in the s'' location. A continuous-timed automaton can be 

graphically represented by a set of circles, known as 

locations, and a set of arcs, called transitions. An 

automaton’s state is characterized by a location and a 

valuation of clocks. From each state, the automaton can 

move by one of the arcs’ outputs or may remain in the 

same location as time passes. 

The automaton is an infinite transition system noted [8]: 

Q, , where Q is the set of states and  is the transition 

relation.  

Formally,  Q,   is defined as follows: 

1.  Q = {(s , v)  S  VX  / v        Inv(s) }. 

2.  The transition relation   is defined by the following 

rules: Let v  VX  

and   X, we denote by v [] the clock valuation as that 

of all x  X, 

     v(  (x) )   if     (x)  X 

         v[] (x) =                      

        otherwise 
 

a- Discrete transitions: 
(s , , , s’)  E   v           v[]        Inv (s’) 

 (s, v)  (s', v[]) 

The state (s', v []) is called the discrete successor of (s,v) 

b- Continuous transitions: 
  IR+   ’  IR+  ’      (s, v + ’)        Inv(s) 

(s , v)  (s , v +) 

The state (s, v + ) is called continuous successor (s, v). 
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Fig.13. Automaton corresponding to the marking graph 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this work, we studied the process of re-scheduling of 

maintenance tasks of a traffic light system in case of 

unavailability of resources. We proposed to model this 

process using the time-arc PN for the temporal modeling, 

which by its great power of expression, has allowed us a 

natural and concise representation. Then, we chose the 

AT-time continuum which is known for its power of 

analysis and representation of temporal specifications. The 

continuous aspect of time, adopted by our approach, has 

reduced the size of the model under analysis, avoiding the 

discretization of time. Therefore, we are showing that it is 

possible to have a general model of the scheduling 

problem in the presence of hazards. 

The unavailability of resources due to uncertainty is 

modeled by a time interval associated with arcs (Figure 8). 

Our approach allows the detection of prohibited situations 

and proposes approaches to decision making for the 

rescheduling that guarantees the absence of failures. The 

relevance of the solutions obtained depends strongly on 

how the risks are modeled. The switch from time PN to 
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automaton can have a representation upon which the 

techniques of formal verification and synthesis can be 

applied. This work constitutes our immediate perspective 

of research. 

Finally, as an evolution and continuation of this work, it 

would be interesting to study the application of our 

approach to a traffic light system where maintenance and 

reliability are a defining concept combining safety and 

traffic control. 
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